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Its [3_TD$DIFF] Potential Regulation and
Function
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In 2012, a new feature of eukaryotic gene expression emerged: ubiquitous
expression of circular RNA (circRNA) from genes traditionally thought to express
messenger or linear noncoding (nc)RNA only. CircRNAs are covalently closed,
circular RNA molecules that typically comprise exonic sequences and are
spliced at canonical splice sites. This feature of gene expression was first
recognized in humans and mouse, but it quickly emerged that it was common
across essentially all eukaryotes studied by molecular biologists. CircRNA
abundance, and even which alternatively spliced circRNA isoforms are
expressed, varies by cell type and can exceed the abundance of the traditional
linear mRNA or ncRNA transcript. CircRNAs are enriched in the brain and
increase in abundance during fetal development. Together, these features raise
fundamental questions regarding the regulation of circRNA in cis and in trans,
and its function.

CircRNAs: The Hidden RNA
Since the discovery that essentially all human protein-coding genes are alternatively spliced, it
has been assumed that the major transcriptional product of these genes is mRNA. Similarly, it
has been assumed that linear products are the only RNAs processed from the less abundant,
but functionally significant, class of long ncRNAs. These assumptions led to a host of models
being proposed to explain the function and regulation of splicing as well as transcriptional and
post-transcriptional regulation. In 2012, a statistical analysis of RNA-Seq data and subsequent
biochemical analysis revealed a complete surprise: circRNA (see Glossary) molecules tran-
scribed and spliced from exons in protein and noncoding genes are ubiquitous in the human
and mouse genomes and, thus, are likely to be a pervasive and previously overlooked feature of
eukaryotic gene expression and regulation (Figure 1) ([1], reviewed in [2,3]).

While circRNAs were first discovered to be ubiquitous in the transcriptomes of humans and
mice, they were subsequently found to be abundant in an array of other metazoans, including
flies and worms [4,5]. More surprisingly, circRNA expression is a feature of essentially all
eukaryotes known today [6–8]. RNA-seq and biochemical studies have revealed that circRNA
is expressed across the eukaryotic tree of life, including in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, which
has hardly any splicing that involves exon skipping; the parasite that causes malaria,
Plasmodium falciparum, amoebae, and plants [6]. In addition, circRNA can also be generated
through the U12 spliceosome, which diverged millions of years ago from the major spli-
ceosome that splices most human genes; again suggesting that circRNA expression is
ancient [9]. Thus, circRNA production has either been conserved over billions of years or
else is a feature that has re-evolved multiple times; either implies a likely functional role for
circRNAs in the cell.

Trends
Many circRNAs have recently been dis-
covered and characterized.

Recently, much light has been shed on
the regulation and function of circRNAs

CircRNA has been posited to function
as a miRNA or RNA-binding protein
sponge. However, a general function
has not been identified.

Developmental regulation of circRNA
and enrichment in the nervous system
are an emerging theme shared by cir-
cRNAs across the metazoan lineage,
from flies to humans.

CircRNAs can be joined by 30–50 lin-
kages, containing only exonic
sequence; 20–50 linkages (intronic lar-
iats); or 30–50 linkages that contain
retained intronic sequences.
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Work by many groups has now revealed compelling features of circRNA expression: circular
isoforms are themselves differentially spliced and regulated. In hundreds to thousands of human
genes, varying by cell type, and in other organisms, circRNA is a more abundant RNA isoform
than mRNA [7,8,10]. Recent work in humans and flies has begun to reveal cis and trans
regulation of circRNA, and hints at a function for a handful of circRNAs [11–14]. Together, these
discoveries suggest greater complexity, regulation, and function of complex eukaryotic gene
expression, as well as begging many significant and fundamental questions about the role of
circRNA in the cell. Much work remains to be done in this area, which is now very active.

Given its prevalence and the fact that it was overlooked until very recently, circRNA warrants
attention from essentially all molecular biologists. This is not only because such attention may
reveal functional roles of circRNA, but also because it can confound studies and analysis of linear
mRNAs derived from the same locus. For example, depending on experimental design, genome
editing and [4_TD$DIFF]siRNA approaches, among others, can target and impact the abundance of circRNA
in addition to the presumed effect on linear messages. Thus, researchers studying linear gene
expression must also account for circRNA. Medical researchers are also focusing attention on
circRNA because it can be detected in the cell-free components of the blood, and, with its
potential for extracellular stability, it shows promise as a biomarker of disease.

History of CircRNA
Although lacking direct biochemical evidence or definitive proof of their existence, the first
observation suggesting that human RNAs exist in circular form was made more than 30 years
ago by using electron microscopy [15]. Later, it was serendipitously reported that an isoform of
the Deleted in Colorectal Cancer (DCC) gene with exons spliced in a scrambled order with
respect to the reference genome could be amplified, although it was estimated to comprise less
than one one-thousandth of DCC transcripts. The phenomenon responsible for this observation
was deemed to be exon scrambling [16]. Over the next 20 years, a few other genes were found
to be processed into circRNA isoforms present at low abundance. These included the MLL,
ETS-1, Cytochrome P-450 2C18, and Dystrophin genes [17–20].

Thus, generally speaking, circRNAs were thought to be exceptional curiosities or ‘splicing noise’
until 2012. Before this, the only well-studied circRNAs were from the mouse Sex Determining
Region Y (Sry) gene, and the Antisense Non-coding RNA in the INK4 locus (ANRIL) and
Cerebellar Degeneration-Related protein 1 (CDR1) loci, characterized in 1990, 2010, and
2011, respectively; these were all considered anomalies because of their unusual features,
including being transcribed from single exon genes and, in the case of CDR1 and ANRIL,
antisense to the messenger RNA [21,22]. The best- characterized circRNA is expressed in
mouse from theSry gene, the sex-determining gene inmales. Inmice, it comprises a single exon,
which, early in development, is transcribed into a linear mRNA transcript that is translated into
protein. However, in adults, the RNA exists primarily as a circular product that is predominantly

Glossary
Alternative splicing: the process
whereby multiple mature RNAs are
derived from the same locus by
alternative inclusion or exclusion of
exons and introns; applies to
ncRNAs and mRNAs.
Circular RNA (circRNA): covalently
closed RNA molecule where each
nucleotide pair is joined with
canonical 30–50 linkages.
Exon-intron circRNA (EIcircRNA):
circRNA with at least two exons and
one intervening intron.
Exon: RNA sequences retained
during the processing of pre-mRNA
to a mature transcript.
Exon skipping: alternative splicing
where one isoform differs from
another by inclusion or exclusion an
exon.
Intron: RNA sequence excised
during the processing of pre-mRNA
to a mature transcript.
Isoform: one of several sequence
variants of the mature mRNA or pre-
RNAs derived from a locus
generating a long ncRNA.
Lariat: a looped, but not circular by-
product of pre-RNA splicing
comprising an intron where a
nucleotide near the 30 end of the
intron is linked to the 50 most
nucleotide of the intron through a 20–
50 linkage.
Pre-mRNA: incompletely processed
RNA copy of the DNA-containing
sequences that will be removed
during splicing and maturation.
RNA-binding protein: protein that
interacts with, and binds to, RNA,
sometimes through structural
elements, or double-stranded or
single-stranded motifs.
Splicing factor: RNA-binding protein
that regulates splicing.
RNase R: a highly processive 30 to
50 exonuclease that digests
essentially all linear RNAs containing
at least seven nucleotides of
unstructured nucleotides at the 30

end.
U12 spliceosome: an ancient
spliceosome diverged from the major
spliceosome responsible for splicing
of most metazoan genes that splices
a few developmentally regulated
transcripts.

Genome
1 2 3 654
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Figure 1. The sequence of circular
RNA comprises exons from protein
and noncoding loci, spliced at cano-
nical splice sites. Bi-colored reads
represent paired-end RNA-Seq reads
used to discover circular RNA that are
enriched in polyA-depleted RNA samples.
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localized to the cytoplasm [23]. The function of the circRNA Sry transcript is not clear, because
attempts to show ribosome association have yielded negative results. However, at least one
study has found evidence that it acts as a miRNA sink [24,25]. Targeted mutagenesis and RNA
biochemical studies of Sry during the 1990s revealed that the circular isoform is processed from
a pre-mRNA transcribed from a promoter that is upstream of the promoter used for transcrip-
tion of the linear transcript. Use of the upstream promoter results in a pre-mRNA that includes
inverted repeats flanking the Sry exon that direct transcript circularization [19,26].

The second relatively well-studied circRNA is transcribed from the CDR1 locus, although it is
antisense to the CDR1 messenger RNA. Expression of CDR1as circRNA is conserved at least
from human to mouse. CDR1as is currently the best-characterized circRNA, with two potential
functions: it was first reported to enhance expression of CDR1 by stabilizing the sense CDR1
mRNA [21] and, subsequently, to be amiRNA sponge for mir-7 [4]. Additionally, it was found that
mir-671 regulates the Ago-2-dependent cleavage ofCDR1as, thereby destabilizing senseCSR1
mRNA [21]. Future research will aim to shed light on co-regulation resulting from the ability of
CDR1as to perform its functions.

The sodium transporter NCX1 gene in monkey, the muscleblind (mbl) [27] gene in flies, and the
rat Cytochrome P450 2C24 gene are other examples of transcripts that, over the past decade,
were tentatively reported as having circular isoforms [20,28,29]. Recently, groups have revisited
the finding of high expression of the mbl circle and shown it to regulate the MBL protein in cis
[11]. Together, the above genes are part of a decades-long ambiguous history of circRNA that
now, in retrospect, is clear: the bias introduced by polyA selection through either RNA purifica-
tion or oligo-dT priming is likely to be responsible for the serendipitous detection of a few
circRNAs and the fact that they were generally thought to be expressed at a very low level.

Original Algorithms to Detect CircRNA Expression
The detection of ubiquitous circRNA expression is due to the RNA-Seq ‘revolution’ that has
allowed researchers to easily obtain millions of short sequencing reads representing all RNA
isoforms. From the early days of RNA-seq to today, most studies use RNA-Seq reads to quantify
gene expression of the known transcriptome or to discover a more complete picture of splicing
or transcription that obeys canonical models of its function (e.g., splicing at canonical U2 or U12
spliceosomal boundaries). Development of novel computational methodology has relaxed many
of these assumptions, including algorithms that discover de novo splice sites, but even now it
remains a significant challenge to distinguish apparently novel splicing or expression events from
biochemical noise [30]. Therefore, most algorithms originally designed to detect novel splicing
(including ab initio attempts to annotate the transcriptome [31] and even algorithms intended to
detect gene fusions in cancer) must impose ad hoc filters due to high false positive rates [32].

A recent study showed that, by using statistical approaches to reduce high rates of false
positives generated by algorithms attempting de novo splicing detection, some of the ad hoc
bioinformatic filtering steps could be eliminated when cancer and other RNA-seq data sets were
analyzed [33], leading to the discovery of the ubiquitous expression of circRNA. Of note, some of
the first circular isoforms that were discovered, such as in the MAN1A2 gene, were present in
extremely common (i.e., polyA selected) data sets because the circRNA isoforms of MAN1A2
contain exons, which are A-rich. These circRNAs were overlooked in well-studied data sets
because of bioinformatic filtering steps. Relaxing these filters allowed the identification of circular
RNA in some polyA rich data sets, which led researchers to subsequently look for circRNAmore
comprehensively. These bioinformatic data were validated using biochemical approaches that
included showing that putative circRNA isoforms were resistant to RNaseR, an exonuclease
that digests essentially all linear RNAs that have at least seven free 30 nucleotides [34]. With the
continuing improvement of statistical and computational methods, the field will likely gain a
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clearer picture of the full extent of RNA expression and, in particular, of circRNA. The explosion of
interest in circRNA has already led to rapid advances in the field, some of which are described
below.

Alternative Splicing of CircRNA
[2_TD$DIFF]Intron retention is a well-known and common form of alternative splicing regulation in lower
eukaryotes [35], as well as in human genes [36], and was recently found to be a widespread and
regulated phenomenon [37]. The existence of intron retention in circRNAs would not be
surprising, considering that linear intron-retained transcripts are known to be generated by
metazoan splicing machinery [38]. Among other examples of cell type-specific alternative
splicing of circRNA, sequencing and Northern blotting showed intron retention in circRNA
was cell type-specifically regulated [10]. Subsequently, this phenomenon has been more
thoroughly characterized and deemed to be exon-intron circRNA (EIcircRNA) [39]. In addition
to these examples of bona fide topologically circRNA where all bases have canonical 50–30

linkages, recent interest in stable and perhaps functional lariats has emerged [40]. While these
molecules are sometimes called circular, the presence of a single unique 20–50 linkage in the RNA
molecule distinguishes them from a true circRNA, which is topologically invariant under rotations
and contains only linkages that are indistinguishable under renaming of bases by cyclic
permutation.

In humans andmost metazoans, most alternative splicing occurs through alternative inclusion of
exons. Dramatic examples of the potential diversity that can be generated from a single gene
through this process are highlighted in the nervous systems of flies, where the Dscam gene can
give rise to >20 000 different proteins, whose diversity is functionally essential [41]. Essential
synaptic genes in humans, such as the best-characterized examples in the Neurexin gene family,
have thousands of annotated isoforms [42]. Similar diverse patterns of protein isoform expres-
sion regulating synaptic connectivity are found in mice [43].

Similar to linear isoforms, circRNA from both protein-coding and noncoding genes are alterna-
tively spliced through exon skipping and, in some cases, through intron inclusion, and regulated
in a cell type-specific manner [10,25,44,45]. This phenomenon will likely be better characterized
in the years to come, with some recent work on underlying mechanisms summarized below.
Although the processes underlying this regulation are not yet well understood, regulation by cis
sequences (such as inverted repeats) alone and passive cell type-invariant decay mechanisms
together are not themselves sufficient to explain the observed cell type-specific steady-state
abundance of circRNA.

Cis and Trans Regulation of CircRNA
Strong evidence that circRNA production is at least partly regulated in cis came from classical
studies of the Sry gene in mouse, where a minimal inverted repeat sequence flanking the
circularized RNA was found to be required for circRNA production [46]. Since then, some
studies in humans and flies have suggested that inverted repeats, usually derived from trans-
posable elements, are responsible for circRNA biogenesis and that circRNA splicing uses
canonical splicing signals [4,5,20,23,47–50]. However, the use of inverted repeats in circRNA
biogenesis is not conserved in yeast or plants [7,50]. In the fission yeastS. pombe, for example, it
has been shown that circRNA production proceeds through an exon-containing lariat that itself
is a ‘pre-mRNA’, giving rise to a circularized exon [50].

However, inverted repeats alone are unlikely to explain the production of circRNA in all metazoan
genes. For example, in the Sry gene, the pre-mRNA containing inverted repeats needed for
circRNA production requires activation of an upstream promoter [51]. Many human genes with
abundant circular isoforms have flanking intron sequences, which lack clear secondary structure,
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suggesting that inverted repeats are not required for their biogenesis. In addition, inmetazoans, the
relative expression of linear and circRNA expression from most genes varies by cell type. If this
variation is in part due to differences in the production of circRNA, cismotifs alone are not sufficient
to explain the dynamic expression of circRNA in different cell types from the same organism.

Moreover, the field has accumulated strong evidence that circRNA expression is not simply
correlated with linear RNA expression from the same locus, lending further support to the
hypothesis that regulation of circRNA expression is more complex than in cis alone
[10,50,52]. Indeed, over the past few years, several trans-acting splicing factors that
influence circRNA biogenesis have been, and continue to be, identified, although few studies
have conclusively demonstrated a direct interaction between a splicing factor and a pre-
mRNA that is subsequently circularized. One set of trans-acting factors are the double-
stranded (ds)RNA-binding proteins, discovered for their ability to deaminate adenosine
and thereby edit RNA, hence their name: ADARs. One model suggests that, in the presence
of ADAR, inverted repeats are destabilized, inhibiting circRNA splicing [47]. However, a
model in which circRNA expression is solely regulated by ADAR activity and the presence of
inverted repeats, is also too simple to explain cell type-specific expression of circRNA
expression because there is no monotonic relation between ADAR expression and circRNA
abundance.

The abundance of circRNA in human cells is regulated by the RNA-binding protein Quaking (QKI)
through joint protein binding up- and downstream of the circularized exon, which facilitates QKI
dimerization by bringing the 30 and 50 ends of the circularized exon(s) into close proximity and
mediates their splicing [13]. Together with studies of the RNA-binding protein ADAR, these
studies provide the first conclusive mechanistic evidence of RNA-binding proteins that affect
circRNA abundance in human cells.

In flies, circRNA is regulated by combinatorial relations between many well-studied RNA splicing
factors as well as sequences in cis, as has been shown for human cells [11,14,53]. This study
and other evidence, for example, that no monotonic relation exists between ADAR expression
and circRNA abundance, points to nonlinear relations between each cis- and trans-acting factor
and the abundance of the downstream circRNA. Dissecting this relation will likely be both
illuminating and difficult; for example, in general, manipulating an endogenous genomic locus
(e.g., by CRISPR) will have impacts on both linear and circRNA splicing and, thus, has the
potential to confound the impact of these sequences on linear and circular isoforms, especially if
they are co-regulated as has been suggested [13,14].

Developmental and Tissue-Specific Regulation: Potential Insight into
Function
Several studies have found circRNA enriched in the brain, especially during development and
aging, with localization and abundance potentially regulated by synaptic activity in the mouse
[9,47,54,55]. Although we do not yet understand all of the mechanisms responsible for
generating cell type-specific isoform expression and the regulation of its diversity, it may
not be surprising to find circRNA production enriched in the nervous system, where
alternative splicing is essential and thousands of isoforms can be generated from a single
gene [41–43].

The most convincing evidence for functional circRNAs has been found in the brain. The first
example is CDR1as, which has two functions: (i) as a trans-regulator of CDR1 mRNA through a
mechanism that is regulated by AGO2- and miR-671-mediated cleavage [21]; and (ii) as a
miRNA sink for miR-7, thus regulating neural gene expression [4]. In addition, circRNA has been
found to be enriched in the human fetal brain [9] and in synaptosomes [56].
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In the fly brain, the abundant circRNA from thembl gene autoregulates levels of the MBL protein
and also binds, and is sequestered by, the circRNA isoform [11]. For example, this study showed
that each circRNAmolecule ofmbl can bind and sequester multiple copies of theMBL protein. In
addition, the study showed that binding of the MBL protein to both of the introns flanking the
circularized mbl exon is required for circRNA biogenesis. This suggests that circRNA is a key
component of a feedback circuit regulating the abundance of this essential RNA-binding protein
in the fly brain [57].

Evidence points to the idea that circRNA function through sequestering miRNA or autor-
egulating protein levels is the exception, not the rule. First, several studies have rigorously
tested the general function for circRNA as a miRNA sponge, through both biochemical and
computational analysis, and found negative evidence for a model where circRNA functions to
regulate miRNAs [7,25]. Second, circRNA exists in species that lack RNAi pathways, in
particular, S. cerevisiae and P. falciparum [6], where, if functional, circRNA must [5_TD$DIFF]operate
through other pathways. Similarly, the function of the mbl circle also seems exceptional:
genes hosting highly expressed circRNA isoforms have not been reported as enriched for
RNA-binding proteins. Together, this suggests a more general and yet-to-be discovered
function for circRNA.

Insights into potential functions of circRNA may come from their developmental regulation,
localization, and tissue-specific expression. In particular, the early examples of highly expressed
circRNA in the Sry and mbl genes showed developmental regulation, but it was not known
whether this was a general feature of circRNA. Recently, the question regarding the generality of
developmental regulation has been addressed by several groups in multiple organisms: circRNA
expression from hundreds of genes was found to be induced during early development,
including in humans, flies, and pigs [9,55,58].

Global Stability of CircRNA and Extracellular Stability
The hypothesis that circRNA is not as efficiently degraded as linear mRNA because it lacks free
50 or 30 ends has been tested for a handful of circRNAs [5], although it has not been rigorously
tested on a genome-wide scale. If true, cellular levels of circRNA abundance could be reduced
through endonucleic activity, and active or passive export of circRNA into extracellular space or
dilution out of the cell through mitosis. This is suggested by a study showing that circRNAs are
highly enriched in platelets [59]. Additionally, circRNA may be abundant and stable in extracel-
lular space or even secreted by exosomes [60]. In these cases, circRNA, including potentially
unique circRNA only expressed by specific cell types or in pathological conditions, could serve
as a better biomarker than mRNA for some diseases. Indeed, circRNAmay have a role in cancer
[61] and, therefore, may be dysregulated in this disease; if so, circRNA may be a useful cancer
biomarker.

Concluding Remarks
In summary, circRNA expression is ubiquitous throughout the eukaryotic kingdom and particu-
larly in metazoan genes. Early studies suggested that circRNA expression is combinatorially
regulated by multiple splicing factors and cis sequences known to impact the alternative splicing
of linear RNAs. A challenge for the field is to determine [6_TD$DIFF] if and, in which case, how circRNAs are
regulated by trans-acting factors and cis sequence elements beyond those known to impact the
splicing of pre-mRNA. In addition, functional roles have been assigned to a handful of circRNAs.
Determining the function[7_TD$DIFF], if any, of the thousands of circRNAs expressed across the tree of life
will likely occupy researchers for years to come. The abundance of circRNA and the significant
sequence overlap with mRNA or linear ncRNA transcribed from the same locus pose technical
and conceptual challenges to studies of circRNA regulation and function that the field will have to
address (see Outstanding Questions).

Outstanding Questions
Are circRNAs ‘noisy’ by-products of
splicing that are passively decayed or
diluted by cell division?

As expected, known splicing factors
regulate circRNA production; but are
circRNAs simply secondary products
of active linear RNA-regulated splicing
or are they themselves actively and
specifically regulated?

Many mechanisms for regulating RNA
decay and nuclear export exist; could
circRNAs be passively diffused or simi-
larly piggyback on nuclear export sig-
nals? Or, could their decay be
regulated solely by cell division and
random nicking and/or degradation
processes?

Do most circRNAs have a single or a
handful of functions? Or, do they have
a rich diversity of functions or redun-
dant functions?

Do circRNA have physiological roles in
disease processes and can they be
used to diagnose pathology?
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